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a b s t r a c t

An Ensemble Kalman Filter is applied to assimilate observed tracer fields in various combinations in the
Bern3D ocean model. Each tracer combination yields a set of optimal transport parameter values that are
used in projections with prescribed CO2 stabilization pathways. The assimilation of temperature and
salinity fields yields a too vigorous ventilation of the thermocline and the deep ocean, whereas the inclu-
sion of CFC-11 and radiocarbon improves the representation of physical and biogeochemical tracers and
of ventilation time scales. Projected peak uptake rates and cumulative uptake of CO2 by the ocean are
around 20% lower for the parameters determined with CFC-11 and radiocarbon as additional target com-
pared to those with salinity and temperature only. Higher surface temperature changes are simulated in
the Greenland–Norwegian–Iceland Sea and in the Southern Ocean when CFC-11 is included in the
Ensemble Kalman model tuning. These findings highlights the importance of ocean transport calibration
for the design of near-term and long-term CO2 emission mitigation strategies and for climate projections.

� 2013 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

A quantitative understanding of surface-to-deep transport rates
of anthropogenic carbon and heat in the ocean is a prerequisite for
reliable projections of future atmospheric CO2, ocean acidification,
sea level rise and global climate change and to design reliable car-
bon emission mitigation strategies. However, projections are still
hampered by uncertainties related to limited capabilities to model
ocean transport (Cao et al., 2009; Schmittner et al., 2009; Plattner
et al., 2008). In contrast to weather forecast or seasonal-to-decadal
prediction, decadal-to-millennial scale carbon cycle-climate pro-
jections only weakly depend on initial conditions, but do depend
on the choice of model parameters that determine physical trans-
port rates. It is standard to systematically tune transport parame-
ters in simplified box models towards the observed gradients in
ventilation time scale tracers such as radiocarbon and CFC-11
(e.g. Revelle and Suess, 1957; Oeschger et al., 1975; Joos et al.,
1991). On the other hand, the complexity and computing require-
ments of more comprehensive Earth System models have generally
prevented the determination of model parameters in a systematic
way.

The goals of this study are (i) to determine optimal model
parameters by assimilating temperature, salinity, CFC-11 and

radiocarbon fields in the Bern3D dynamic ocean model using an
Ensemble Kalman Filter as a statistical framework to best fit the
observations available, and (ii) to investigate whether ventilation
time scale tracers such as CFC-11 and radiocarbon provide addi-
tional information compared to temperature and salinity and
whether this is relevant for the representation of biogeochemical
tracers and climate projections.

A particular important parameter in ocean circulation models is
the diapycnal (or vertical) diffusivity coefficient, kdia (Bryan, 1987).
kdia strongly influences the rate of ocean overturning by influencing
the balance of diffusive and advective heat transport into the deep
(Munk, 1966). There are additional parameters that can also exert
significant influences such as those related to friction, eddy in-
duced transport in region of sloping isopyncals such as the South-
ern Ocean (Gent et al., 1995) and mixing along isopycnals.

Data assimilation and probabilistic approaches are applied in a
range of studies to determine ocean parameters of Earth System
Models of Intermediate Complexity (EMIC) or of spatially-resolved
ocean models (e.g., Schlitzer, 2000, 2002; Hargreaves et al., 2004;
Schmittner et al., 2009). Schlitzer (2007) applied an adjoint ap-
proach to determine time-invariant, annual mean velocities and
mixing coefficients as well as biogeochemical fluxes and to place
constraints on bottom water formation rates using observation-
based distribution of temperature, salinity, CFC-11, radiocarbon
and biogeochemical tracers as target. Hargreaves et al. (2004) rely-
ing on previous work of Annan et al. (2005), applied an Ensemble
Kalman Filter (EnKF) (Evensen, 2003) to assimilate ocean temper-
ature and salinity fields as well as surface air-temperature and
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humidity fields into their EMIC to determine optimal parameter
values. These were then used to project changes in the Atlantic
Meridional Overturning Circulation (AMOC) under prescribed
anthropogenic forcing. No tracer with explicit information on ven-
tilation time scales such as CFC-11 or radiocarbon was included.
Schmittner et al. (2009) applied a Bayesian data-model fusion
method to determine a single parameter, the diapycnal diffusivity
coefficient, relying on 8 model simulations and using the distribu-
tions of a range of physical and biogeochemical ocean tracers
including CFC-11 and radiocarbon as target. They constrain the
diapycnal diffusivity in the pelagic pycnocline to be around 0.5–
2.0 � 10�5 m2 s�1 in their model, thereby confirming a previous
finding of Müller et al. (2006). These authors find a diapycnal dif-
fusivity coefficient of 1.0 � 10�5 m2 s�1 to fit best with observa-
tion-based CFC-11 inventories and radiocarbon signatures of the
main deep water masses (Matsumoto et al., 2004). Bhat et al.
(2012) relied on the same model output as Schmittner et al.
(2009) and utilized CFC-11 and radiocarbon fields to further con-
strain the diapycnal diffusivity parameter. Goes et al. (2010) ap-
plied a similar Baysian approach relying on horizontally averaged
profiles of temperature, CFC-11, and radiocarbon to determine
the background diapycnal diffusivity and a Southern Ocean mixing
parameter.

These earlier studies may suffer from potential shortcomings. These
include the determination of time-invariant velocities, the neglect of
ventilation time scale tracers in the assimilation or the determination
of one or two parameters only. It appears therefore timely to assimilate
multiple, spatially-resolved 3-dimensional tracer fields into a dynamic
ocean model to determine a suite of relevant ocean model parameters
and to apply the optimal parameter solutions in climate-carbon cy-
cle projections as is the purpose of this study.

Previous studies show that model differences in deep ocean
mixing and transport contribute substantially to the wide range
of ocean heat (Gregory and Mitchell, 1997; Russell et al., 2006;
Boé et al., 2009) and carbon uptake (Joos et al., 1999; Friedlingstein
et al., 2003) in anthropogenic climate change projections and that
tracer distributions depend sensitively on ocean circulation and
transport (England and Maier-Reimer, 2001; Doney et al., 2004;
Matsumoto et al., 2004; Najjar et al., 2007). Another novel aspect
of our work is that we address these uncertainties by assimilating
different combinations of observation-based fields.

Our approach is as follows. An Ensemble Kalman Filter (EnKF)
assimilation is applied to determine the optimal parameters of
the Bern3D coarse resolution, 3-dimensional dynamic ocean circu-
lation model. The EnKF (Evensen, 2003) is a well-established tech-
nique and has, for example been used to estimate the distribution
of nitrate and zooplankton by assimilating chlorophyll data (Natvik
and Evensen, 2003), to estimate the distribution of sea-ice (Lisæter
et al., 2003), and to infer air–sea fluxes of natural and anthropo-
genic carbon (Gerber et al., 2009; Gerber and Joos, 2010). Global
gridded fields of temperature and salinity (Locarnini et al., 2010;
Antonov et al., 2010) are assimilated in a first experiment. CFC-
11 (Key et al., 2004) is included as a third tracer in a second exper-
iment and the modern radiocarbon distribution (Key et al., 2004)
as a fourth field in the third experiment. The performance of the
different setups is evaluated in terms of their ability to simulate
observed tracer fields. The optimal parameters are used in long-
term climate-carbon cycle projections where the CO2 stabilization
profiles SP450 and SP1000 with stabilization at 450 and 1000 ppm
are prescribed over the period 1765 to year 3000 AD. Unlike many
earlier studies that addressed long term climate stabilization (e.g.,
Joos et al., 1999; Plattner et al., 2008; Frölicher and Joos, 2010), we
also include an ocean sediment module in our model setup.

A shortcoming of this study is the coarse spatial resolution (36
by 36 grid cells by 32 vertical layers) of the current Bern3D version.
This leads to problems with regard to the representation of inter-

mediate waters and the strength of the subpolar and subtropical
gyres and the Antarctic Circumpolar Current. The goal here is then
not to reconstruct spatio-temporal details of the ocean circulation,
but to optimize basin scale overturning and surface-to-deep trans-
port time scales. Surface-to-deep transport is the rate limiting step
for the uptake of anthropogenic carbon by the ocean.

Our novel data assimilation and modeling strategy yields new
insight. First, the inclusion of the tracers CFC-11 and radiocarbon
in the assimilation appears to improve the representation of ocean
ventilation and the large-scale distribution of ventilation time
scale tracers and biogeochemical tracers. Second, the peak uptake
rates of CO2 by the ocean are about 27% lower for these parameter
sets compared to the set obtained from temperature and salinity
fields. Cumulative uptake of anthropogenic carbon is also about
26% lower by year 3000 AD. This points to the usefulness of assim-
ilating CFC-11 and radiocarbon data to improve near-term CO2

emission mitigation strategies as well as to define total allowable
carbon emissions to meet a certain temperature target (Meinshau-
sen et al., 2009).

2. Method

2.1. Model setup

2.1.1. The Bern3D ocean model
The Bern3D ocean model (Müller et al., 2006) is a frictional-geo-

strophic balance dynamic ocean model with a horizontal resolu-
tion of 36 � 36 (horizontal) grid cells. The 32 layers increase in
thickness from 38 m at the surface to 397 m at depth. The physical
core is based on the ocean model of Edwards and Marsh (2005), but
has been modified to include more layers, a semi-implicit numer-
ical scheme to solve the vertical diffusion–advection equation
using the diffusive parameterization of the eddy-induced transport
following Griffies (1998), and to distinguish the parameters for dia-
pycnal and Gent–McWilliams mixing. It has also been coupled
with an energy balance atmosphere (Ritz et al., 2011), a sediment
module (Tschumi et al., 2011), and a marine ecosystem module
(Gangstø et al., 2011). For the EnKF assimilation, the stand-alone
ocean version is applied in a configuration including additional
freshwater fluxes into the North Atlantic and into the Weddell
Sea as well as an open Bering strait and Indonesian Passage as
introduced by Ritz et al. (2011).

The marine biogeochemical cycle model is fully coupled to the
physical ocean model (Parekh et al., 2008; Tschumi et al., 2008).
The prognostic state variables considered in the model are dissolved
inorganic carbon (DIC), total alkalinity, 13C, 14C, phosphates (PO3�

4 ),
dissolved organic carbon, oxygen, silica and iron. New production
is a function of temperature, light, phosphate and iron following Do-
ney et al. (1996) and remineralisation of particulate organic matters
follows a prescribed depth profile according to a power law scaling.
The competition between opal and calcite producers is modeled fol-
lowing the formulations of the HAMOCC5 model of Maier-Reimer
et al. (2005). The sedimentary component (Tschumi et al., 2011) rep-
resents sediment formation, redissolution, remineralization as well
as sediment diagenesis in the top 10 cm beneath the seafloor in the
pelagic ocean and the accumulation of opal, CaCO3 and organic mat-
ter (Heinze et al., 1999; Gehlen et al., 2006).

The coarse resolution of the Bern3D ocean model and the fast
integration time makes it well suited for paleoclimate studies
and ensemble simulations which requires a lot of computational
time. The model is able to represent the broad scale ocean circula-
tion, despite its coarse resolution. Shortcomings of the standard
model setup include a too weak Antarctic Bottom Water formation,
a too deep North Atlantic Deep Water formation, a weak gyre cir-
culation and a weak Antarctic Circumpolar Current.
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For spin-up, seasonal surface fields for temperature and salinity
and wind stress (Levitus and Boyer, 1994; Levitus et al., 1994; Kal-
nay et al., 1996) are prescribed for 5000 years and the average air-
sea freshwater fluxes diagnosed during the last 100 years of this
first phase; then, the model is switched to mixed-boundary condi-
tions and forced with diagnosed freshwater fluxes instead of with
salinity fields. An additional freshwater flux (fw) is applied in the
northern North Atlantic to mimic moisture transport from the Pa-
cific to the Atlantic and to promote the formation of North Atlantic
Deep Water. A preindustrial near steady state is reached after
5000 years of mixed forcing. The reconstructed evolution of atmo-
spheric D14C and of CFC-11 is prescribed from year 1770 AD to
present. The formulation of the gasexchange of CFC-11 and D14C
is described in Müller et al. (2006); the rate depends quadratically
on wind speed and global mean transfer rate is reduced by 19%
compared to earlier studies (Wanninkhof, 1992) in order to find
good agreement of simulated quantities with a range of data-based
metrics. The spinup is performed with a constant 0‰ D14C
atmosphere.

The parameters (Table 1) of the standard setup (STD) were
hand-tuned (Müller et al., 2006) towards five targets: the invento-
ries of CFC-11 in the Pacific and Indian Oceans north of 40�S and
the Indo-Pacific sector of the Southern Ocean (south of 40�S) and
the mean radiocarbon signature of North Atlantic, North Pacific,
and Circumpolar Deep Water (Matsumoto et al., 2004). Model
parameters include the diffusion coefficient for diffusive transport
along isopycnal surfaces (Kiso) and across isopycnal surfaces (Kdia);
the Gent–McWilliams mixing parameter (jGM) for eddy-induced
transport (Gent et al., 1995; Griffies, 1998), and parameters scaling
friction (k), the above described freshwater flux into the northern
North Atlantic (fw), and wind stress scaling (windscale). The friction
scaling parameter (k) is implemented to suppress numerical insta-
bilities related to pseudo-Kelvin waves (Edwards and Marsh,
2005). The wind stress scaling (windscale) is introduced to enhance
the strength of the wind-driven gyres (Edwards and Marsh, 2005).

The standard way to calculate radiocarbon signatures in the
Bern3D model is to include a marine biogeochemical module (Tsc-
humi et al., 2011). Dissolved inorganic and organic carbon (DIC,
DOC) and radiocarbon (DIC-14, DOC14) are included as tracers
along with other required biogeochemical tracers such as alkalin-
ity, iron, and phosphate. The transport of all these tracers imposes
a computational burden. Fortunately, the procedure can be simpli-
fied by transporting instead only one tracer, the fractionation cor-
rected 14C/12C ratio of DIC, 14R. This is an approximation as the
variations of DIC within the ocean are of order 10% and all biolog-
ical mediated fluxes and reservoirs as well as ocean-sediment
interactions are neglected. We apply a first order correction to
minimize this bias. For this, the D14C distribution was computed
from DIC and DIC-14 with the marine biogeochemical module
and ocean sediments included as well as from the tracer 14R and

with standard model parameters. The difference between the
two D14C fields is used in all simulations to correct the modeled
14R fields. This correction is in the range of 0–30‰ and thus rela-
tively small compared to the overall D14C range of order 300‰.
The formulation of the 14R is described in Müller et al. (2006).

2.2. Ensemble Kalman Filter multi tracer data assimilation

2.2.1. Optimization scheme
The EnKF is a sequential filter method to estimate unknown

model states or parameters by assimilating data into the model
as described in depth in Evensen (2003). An ensemble of models
is run forward in time and whenever observations are available
they are used to update the model states or parameters before
the integration of the ensemble proceeds on. We chose a parameter
forecast wf

i for each ensemble member i 2 ð1; . . . ;N ¼ 64Þ. wf
i in-

cludes a set of n physical parameters of the Bern3D ocean model
(Table 1) which are iteratively optimized.

For each ensemble member, a model with its set of six physical
parameters is run towards a preindustrial steady state and over the
industrial period. Modeled temperature and salinity fields are sam-
pled for the preindustrial state whereas CFC-11 and D14C values are
sampled from the model at the time when observations for a spe-
cific grid cell are available. Afterward, the ensemble members are
then updated in the EnKF optimization scheme. We use the formu-
lation of the EnKF proposed in Evensen (2003). The analyzed
parameters (the ensemble member after the optimization step)
wa are written as:

wa ¼ wf þ KðD� Hwf Þ ð1Þ

where K denotes the Kalman gain, wf is the parameter forecast (the
ensemble member prior to the optimization step), H is the measure-
ment operator linking the ‘‘true’’, unknown parameter to the data:
Hwt ¼ dþ �. D ¼ ðd1; . . . ;dNÞ is the matrix holding the measurement
vectors di which consist of the observations d plus an error �i,
di ¼ dþ �i assuming that the measurement vectors di are normally
distributed around the observation d.

In our study, di includes measurements of CFC-11, T, S and D14C,
respectively. Hwt are the corresponding modeled fields. The error
of each tracer field is randomly generated assuming Gaussian error
distribution with prescribed standard deviations for the tempera-
ture, salinity, CFC-11, and D14C data. For each tracer, we set these
standard deviations to be equal to ±5% of the standard deviation
of all available data. This yields 0.32 �C for temperature,
0.027 psu in salinity, 5‰ in D14C and 6.3 � 10�11 mol/m3

(=0.0615 pmol/kg) for CFC-11. An experiment including a vertical
structure of the T and S errors has provided very similar results
as when assuming constant errors.

The Kalman gain K is computed from the ensemble covariance
Pf , and the measurement error covariance R. A solution for the Kal-
man gain can be written following Evensen (2003):

K ¼ Pf HTðHPf HT þ RÞ�1 ð2Þ

The ensemble covariance Pf can be obtained by approximating the
‘‘true’’ model parameter wt with the ensemble mean. The ensemble
covariance then reads:

P ¼ ðwf � �wf Þðwf � �wf ÞT ð3Þ

The overline denotes the expectation values. The ensemble covari-
ance has dimension n � n, the error covariance R (dimension
m�m, m being the number of observations) is / ð�1; . . . ; �NÞ
ð�1; . . . ; �NÞT with above described errors �i. The algorithm proposed
in Evensen (2003) does not require an explicit formulation of the
measurement operator H (dimension m� n;m being the number of
observations and n the number of optimized parameters), instead

Table 1
Optimized parameters from different EnKF-data assimilations. In EXP1, observation-
based seasonal temperature (T) and salinity (S) fields are assimilated into the Bern3D
model. In EXP2, observation-based T, S, and CFC-11 fields and in EXP3 observation-
based T, S, CFC-11 and D14C fields are assimilated. The STD setup (Müller et al., 2006;
Ritz et al., 2011) was tuned towards inventories of CFC-11 and D14C as proposed in
Matsumoto et al. (2004).

Parameter EXP1 EXP2 EXP3 STD

jGM (m2 s�1) 4866 4206 3841 2000

Kdia (m2 s�1) 3.7 � 10�5 3.82 � 10�5 1.74 � 10�5 1 � 10�5

Wind scale 3.01 1.82 2.40 2
k 2.8 3.01 2.23 2
Kiso (m2 s�1) 3003 3415 3287 1000
fw (Sverdrup) 0.173 0.172 0.179 0.17
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modeled output fields from the Bern3D model and the above de-
scribed measurement error covariance matrix are use to compute
the Kalman-Gain, as all properties of the Kalman-Gain can be ex-
pressed in terms of Hwf and R. For further detail we refer to Evensen
(2003).

2.2.2. Data and experiments
We use seasonal temperature and salinity fields from the World

Ocean Atlas 2009 (WOA 2009) climatology (Locarnini et al., 2010;
Antonov et al., 2010). The CFC-11 and D14C data are station data
from the GLODAP data base (Key et al., 2004). Each station data
point is interpolated to the appropriate grid cell and is regarded
as annual mean value of the corresponding year of collection. We
use CFC-11 data from the years 1991 to 1996 and D14C from the
years 1972 to 1997. In other words, the radiocarbon signal from
the atomic bomb tests and from fossil fuel is included.

We run three experiments to explore the influence of different
tracers on the solution and to investigate whether the inclusion of
additional tracers in the assimilation provides additional informa-
tion. In the first experiment (EXP1), we only assimilate tempera-
ture and salinity fields, in the second (EXP2), we assimilate
temperature, salinity and CFC-11 and in the third experiment
(EXP3) we assimilate temperature, salinity, CFC-11 and D14C. The
initial ensemble has been perturbed around the standard solution
of the Bern3D model as reported in Müller et al. (2006) and Ritz
et al. (2011). The optimization is run until convergence of the
parameter; here we use the convergence of the average of all tra-
cer-assimilations, which is typically reached after a few iteration
steps.

3. Results

3.1. Optimal parameter solutions for different assimilation targets and
their influence on simulated circulation, temperature, salinity, CFC-11,
and D14C

Each of the three assimilation experiments as well as the stan-
dard setup produces a different set of optimized parameter (see Ta-
ble 1), which each yields a different ocean circulation (Fig. 1) and
different tracer distributions. In Figs. 2–5, we plot the difference
between simulated and observed values for all four tracers. The
observations are shown in Figs. 6 and 7. At first glance, the differ-
ence plots appear difficult to interpret. However, a consistent pic-
ture emerges when comparing differences with observations and
the streamfunction of Fig. 1. All four setups share common

shortcomings which are evidenced by similar features in the differ-
ences between modeled and observed tracer fields. These are
briefly discussed in the following paragraphs, before turning to
the specifics of the individual setups.

The formation of intermediate water masses and their equator-
wards propagation is generally too weak in all four setups. The ex-
change of subtropical and equatorial surface waters with the
thermocline tends to be too vigorous and the thermocline too dif-
fusive which results in too weak vertical tracer gradients. This is for
example evidenced by too low CFC-11 concentrations around 50�S
and around 35� N in the Atlantic and Pacific and too high CFC-11
concentration in the low-latitude thermocline of the Pacific and
North Atlantic. The tongues of fresh waters in the Pacific and South
Atlantic and of salty water in the North Atlantic thermocline are
not expressed as well as observed again pointing to too weak for-
mation rates of intermediate waters. On the other hand, ventilation
of the thermocline in the northern North Pacific is too rapid as evi-
denced by too high CFC-11 concentrations and D14C.

The deep Pacific tends to be ventilated to rapidly as evidenced
by higher than observed D14C and a cold bias, whereas North Atlan-
tic Deep Water has a tendency to penetrate too deep and Antarctic
Bottom Water formation is too weak. The deep Atlantic tends to be
too warm and there is a tendency towards too high radiocarbon
signatures in the very deep South Atlantic.

The performance of the standard setup of the Bern3D ocean
model was compared to other models in earlier studies. The skill
of the Bern3D model in representing the observation-based radio-
carbon distribution compares with a score of 0.93 favorably to that
of general circulation ocean models with a range of skill scores
from 0.65 to 0.94 (Mikaloff Fletcher et al., 2007). The skill score
used in Mikaloff Fletcher et al. (2007) is described in Taylor
(2001) and values were computed by comparing bottle data with
appropriate grid cell values (without interpolation). Müller et al.
(2006) find root-mean-square differences between modeled and
observation-based (Levitus and Boyer, 1994; Levitus et al., 1994)
annual mean values of 1.0 �C for temperature and 0.20 psu for
salinity, well within the ranges of 0.8–2.7 �C and 0.15–0.31 psu of
the other prognostic models used in the Ocean Model Intercompar-
ison Project (Najjar et al., 2007). The root-mean-square-error
(rmse), relative standard deviation, and correlation coefficient be-
tween a simulated and observation-based field are given in Table 2
for all four model setups.

The assimilation of temperature and salinity in EXP1 yields
higher values of the Gent–McWilliams, isopycnal and diapycnal
diffusivity parameters, the inverse drag, and the wind stress
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Fig. 1. Atlantic- and Pacific overturning streamfunction in Sverdrup for the three EnKF circulation setups (EXP1, EXP2 and EXP3) and for the standard circulation setup (STD).
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scaling parameters compared to the standard setup (Table 1). This
causes a stronger overturning in the Southern Ocean and a stronger
formation and deeper penetration of the North Atlantic Deep
Water (NADW) and higher upwelling through enhanced Ekman
transport than in the standard setup. The NADW strength of
18 Sv compares well with data-based estimates (Ganachaud and
Wunsch, 2000), however it penetrates too deep and Antarctic Bot-
tom Water (AABW) does hardly enter the North Atlantic. The dia-
pycnal diffusivity coefficient is with 3.7 � 10�5 m2 s�1, higher than
the estimate of 0.5–2 � 10�5 m2 s�1 of Schmittner et al. (2009)
and as the estimate for the standard setup (1.0 � 10�5 m2 s�1) Mül-
ler et al. (2006).

The revised parameters of EXP1 largely remove the cold bias in
the deep Pacific, but increase the warm bias in the equatorial ther-
mocline of the Atlantic and Pacific. The ventilation of the equatorial
thermocline is now too vigorous as evidenced by too high CFC-11
concentrations in the low latitude thermocline of the Atlantic
and Pacific (Fig. 4). Similarly, ventilation of the deep Pacific and
of the bottom water in the Atlantic is too rapid and D14C is biased
high below 500 m in the Pacific and below 3500 m in the Atlantic.
The low bias in D14C in the upper Pacific is likely linked to too
much upwelling of old, D14C poor waters from depth.

The observed temperature distribution is in relative terms
better reproduced than the salinity distribution in EXP1. The
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root-mean-square-error (rmse) of simulated temperature with re-
spect to the observations is about 30% of the standard deviation of
the latter, whereas the corresponding rmse of the salinity field is
about 78%. In absolute units, the rmse is 1.78 �C for temperature
and 0.35 for salinity data. We note that these deviations are obtained
from seasonal data and by giving equal weight to each grid cell.

In conclusions, the results of EXP1, where only temperature and
salinity fields were used to determine parameters in the EnKF
assimilation, suggest that transport of heat, radiocarbon and CFC-
11 from the surface to the thermocline is too vigorous and that
the deep Pacific is ventilated too rapidly.

In a next step, we include CFC-11 in the EnKF assimilation. We
do expect somewhat more realistic surface-to-thermocline trans-
port rates in EXP2 compared to EXP1. CFC-11 observations provide
information about the mixing time scales of the upper ocean. The
higher the surface-to-deep transport, the higher the CFC-11 con-

centrations in the thermocline. The solubility of CFC-11 and thus
CFC-11 concentrations do also depend on temperature. However,
deviations in modeled temperature of order 1 �C are too small to
be relevant in this context.

The additional assimilation of CFC-11 in EXP2 reduces the wind
scaling parameter by about 40% and the Gent–McWilliams mixing
parameter by 13% (Table 1) compared to EXP1. In turn, the vigor-
ous surface-to-deep exchange around Antarctica and in the north-
ern North Pacific is somewhat reduced. On the other hand, the
diapycnal diffusivity parameter and the freshwater flux in the
North Atlantic are similar in EXP1 and EXP2 (Table 1) and so is
the formation and penetration of NADW (Fig. 1). The inclusion of
CFC does not improve the representation of NADW as CFC concen-
trations are low in NADW away from its source region.

The addition of a third tracer, CFC-11, to the assimilation re-
duces the weight for salinity and temperature. Not surprisingly
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then, the rmse of salinity is increased from 0.35 in EXP1 to 0.38 in
EXP2. On the other hand, the rmse of temperature is further re-
duced; this may be linked to the strong temperature-dependence
of CFC solubility.

The overall reduction in surface-to-deep transport leads to a
slightly better representation of CFC-11 in EXP2. However, CFC-
11 concentrations in the low latitude thermocline and in the north-
ern North Pacific and around Antarctica are still too high. Interest-
ingly, the parameters of EXP2 also yield a somewhat improved
solution for the D14C distribution in the deep Pacific. Obviously,
the surface-to-deep ocean transport rates and deep ocean ventila-
tion time scales are improved by improving the surface-to-thermo-
cline transport rates.

In EXP3, the D14C distribution is assimilated in addition to the
temperature, salinity, and CFC-11 fields. The inclusion of D14C in
the assimilation implies less overall weight for the two water mass
tracers temperature and salinity and more weight for the ventila-
tion time scale tracers in the assimilation. The emphasis has thus
shifted from water mass tracers only in EXP1 towards a 50% to
50% balance of water mass and ventilation tracers in EXP3. By
including D14C in the assimilation, we expect a more realistic rep-
resentation of deep ocean ventilation compared to EXP2 and EXP1.

The most notable change in the solution is the reduction in dia-
pycnal diffusivity by more than a factor of two in EXP3 compared
to EXP2 and EXP1. The Gent–McWilliams parameter is further
reduced and the freshwater flux in the North Atlantic slightly
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increased. Wind stress is somewhat higher in EXP3 than EXP2, but at
the same time friction is reduced. The main effect is a reduction in
the Atlantic Meriodional Overturning Circulation (AMOC) from 17
to 15 Sv and also a reduction in Southern Ocean overturning in
EXP3 compared to EXP2. The reduction in AMOC is most likely linked
to the decrease in the diapycnal diffusivity and the increase in fric-
tion as sensitivity simulations reveal that the AMOC scales both with
diapycnal diffusivity and friction (e.g., Bryan, 1987). The penetration
depth of NADW is still too deep and too little AABW is entering the
deep Atlantic. Apparently, the few grid cells in the deep Atlantic that
should be mainly filled by AABW do not provide a strong incentive to
the filter to improve AABW formation.

The solution of EXP3 yields parameter values that are relatively
close to those of the standard setup for which the parameters have
been selected to match CFC-11 and radiocarbon targets. The mod-
eled temperature and salinity distributions are very similar between
the standard and the setup of EXP3. On the other hand, the penetra-
tion of CFC-11 in the equatorial thermocline is larger for EXP3 than
for the standard setup and as observed whereas CFC-11 concentra-
tion are too high in the North Atlantic around 40�N in the standard.
The most remarkable difference is perhaps that the radiocarbon dis-
tribution in the deep Pacific (below 1000 m) is very well represented
in the standard setup, whereas values are still somewhat too high for
EXP3 (Fig. 6). This shortcoming is likely linked to a too vigorous
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overturning cell in the northern North Pacific which may be linked to
the enhanced the Gent–McWilliams parameter in EXP3 (Fig. 1). The
Gent–McWilliams parameter and the isopycnal diffusion are quite
different between EXP3 and STD, however, their contribution to
the surface-to-deep transport and ventilation of the thermocline is
rather limited.

Overall, our results suggest that the ventilation characteristics
of the thermocline and the deep ocean are relatively poorly repre-
sented when only temperature and salinity fields are used as tar-
gets in the assimilation. The situation is improved when adding

CFC-11 as a target in EXP2 and when adding radiocarbon as an
additional target in EXP3 (Figs. 6 and 7).

3.2. Influence of different assimilation targets on biogeochemical tracer
distributions

Next, we investigate how well the distribution of biogeochem-
ical tracers is simulated by the three setups of EXP1, EXP2, and
EXP3 and the standard. Biogeochemical tracers were not assimi-
lated in the optimization. The parameters of the biogeochemical
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module (Parekh et al., 2008; Tschumi et al., 2011) are not adjusted
for the three setups. All setup feature the observed large-scale tra-
cer gradients with nutrient concentrations increasing along the
path of North Atlantic Deep Water to the Southern Ocean and with
highest concentration in the northern North Pacific at mid-depth
(see Figs. S1–S5).

All three EnKF setups show a low bias in PO4, silicate and DIC
and a corresponding high bias in O2 in the North Pacific in the
thermocline and down to a depth of 3000 m. Apparently, over-
turning and surface-to-deep exchange is too vigorous in the

northern North Pacific in the setups of EXP1, EXP2, and EXP3.
The standard setup shows much better agreement with the
nutrient and oxygen observations, this points towards a more
realistic overturning and surface-to-deep transport in STD. EXP
1 shows also a high bias in O2 and a low bias in DIC in the Pa-
cific sector of the Southern Ocean and the in the deep Pacific
(below 3000 m). This oxygen bias is reduced in EXP2 and EXP3
and approximately removed in STD. This may be a further indi-
cation that Southern Ocean and deep Pacific ventilation is more
realistic for EXP3 than EXP1.
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There are also biases in the other basins. Notably, nutrient con-
centrations are too high and oxygen is too low in the deep Atlantic
in all three EnKF circulations as AABW is too weak. The standard
setup matches better the nutrient distribution, however has a
low bias in oxygen. In the Indian ocean, all three EnKF circulations
show too high nutrient concentrations in the upper tropical ocean,
and too low concentrations of nutrients in the deep ocean. The
same residual pattern but to a lesser extend can be found in the
standard setup.

Fig. 8 shows rmse, standard deviation, and correlation be-
tween normalized observation-based and simulated fields in a
Taylor diagram for total dissolved inorganic carbon (DIC), alka-
linity (ALK), oxygen (O2), phosphate (PO4) and silicate. EXP3
yields best results for these metrics among the three setups
and for all tracers, except for ALK. The representation of ALK is
poor in our model, a shortcoming shared with the current crop
of biogeochemical models (Roy et al., 2011; Keller et al., 2012).
The assimilation of temperature, salinity, CFC-11, and radiocar-
bon yields better metrics than the standard model setup for
DIC, ALK and silicate and comparable numbers for PO4, whereas
oxygen is considerably less well represented in EPX3 than the
standard setup. This is a consequence of the too rapid ventilation
of the North Pacific due to the unrealistically strong overturning
circulation in the upper North Pacific (Fig. 1). The evaluation of
the biogeochemical tracers does not unambiguously favor a par-
ticular model setup also as tunable parameters of the biogeo-
chemical module were not included in the assimilation but
kept at their standard values. However, there is an indication
that the standard setup and EXP3, where temperature, salinity,
CFC-11, and radiocarbon field were assimilated, yield overall
the best results in terms of the applied statistical metrics. How-
ever, further work, addressing also the choice of parameters of
the biogeochemical module, would be required to draw firm
conclusions in this respect. It is interesting to note that the stan-
dard model setup, which has been tuned to match five targets,
CFC-11 inventories in the Pacific and Southern Ocean and radio-
carbon signatures of NADW, Circumpolar Water and North Paci-
fic waters, performs similar as EXP3 in terms of the statistical
metrics shown in Fig. 8 and Table 2. This suggest that the results
are similar whether the entire fields of CFC-11 and radiocarbon
are assimilated as in EXP3 or just the mean radiocarbon signa-
ture and CFC-11 inventories of main water masses are used as
targets.

Table 2
RMSE, correlation and relative standard deviation (relative to the standard deviation
of the observation-based data) from the different EnKF-data assimilation experi-
ments. Each grid cell is given equal weight and seasonal data for temperature and
salinity are used. The consideration of monthly data instead of annual mean data and
of equal weight per grid cell instead equal weight per unit volume yields usually
larger deviations between observation-based fields and simulated fields.

EXP1 EXP2 EXP3 STD

RMSE
Temperature

(�C)
1.78 1.71 1.67 1.67

Salinity (psu) 0.35 0.38 0.39 0.39
CFC-11

(mol m�3)
7.15 � 10�10 6.16 � 10�10 6.48 � 10�10 6.84 � 10�10

D14C (‰) 49.82 44.09 41.25 44.97

Correlation
Temperature 0.96 0.96 0.96 0.96
Salinity 0.72 0.66 0.66 0.66
CFC-11 0.86 0.89 0.89 0.87

D14C 0.93 0.94 0.94 0.93

Relative standard deviation
Temperature 0.97 0.96 0.98 0.98
Salinity 0.66 0.80 0.83 0.83
CFC-11 0.94 0.94 1. 0.98

D14C 0.65 0.71 0.77 0.89

Fig. 8. Taylor diagram comparing observation-based and simulated fields of DIC, Canth , alkalinity, phosphate, oxygen and silicate of the three circulation setups (EXP1, EXP2
and EXP3) and the Bern3D standard model setup (STD) (Müller et al., 2006; Ritz et al., 2011; Tschumi et al., 2010). The angular coordinate indicates the correlation coefficient
(R), the radial coordinate shows the normalized standard deviation (stdmodel=stdobs). A model perfectly matching the observations would reside in point (1,1). In EXP1 there is
an accumulation of DIC, phosphate and alkalinity in a few bottom cells that leads to concentrations that are up to ten times too high. This is attributed to instabilities in the
tracer transport with a high Gent–McWilliams mixing parameter. These few cells were excluded for the calculation of the correlation and the relative standard deviation.
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3.3. Influence of different assimilation targets on carbon uptake over
the industrial period and climate-carbon cycle projections

In this section, we address the question to which extent the
inclusion of the ventilation time scale tracers CFC-11 and radiocar-
bon in the Ensemble Kalman Filter assimilation changes climate-
carbon cycle projections. We investigate the influence of the differ-
ent model setups on ocean carbon and heat uptake, on projected
surface warming, and sea level rise and the Atlantic Meridional
Overturning Circulation (AMOC). Atmospheric CO2 is prescribed
in the model to stabilize at 450 and 1000 ppm following the CO2

stabilization profiles SP450 and SP1000, respectively (Fig. 9a)
(Plattner et al., 2008). Simulations are run with the parameters
as determined by the Ensemble Kalman Filter assimilation and
standard model setup including the biogeochemical and ocean
sediment modules and run until year 3000.

The global response is qualitatively similar across the four set-
ups (Fig. 9). Ocean carbon uptake continues to increase, peaks
around year 2080 in SP100 and around 2025 in SP450, and de-
creases thereafter (Fig. 9e). Atmospheric surface air temperature
increases rapidly with rising CO2 and at a much slower rate after
the CO2 concentration has been stabilized around 2100 and
2375 years in SP450 and S1000, respectively (Fig. 9b). Global ocean
heat and carbon content and sea level increase throughout the sim-
ulations due to continuous uptake of heat and carbon. At year
3000, the ocean heat and carbon distribution is still away from
equilibrium with the atmosphere for both CO2 stabilization levels
(Fig. 9b,c,d,f). This is a consequence of the century-to-millennial
overturning time scales of the deep ocean.

The global uptake rates of CO2 by the ocean are compared to
other model studies or observation-based estimates (see Table 3).
The uptake rates of the EXP3 (2.17 GtC yr�1 for the year 1995)
compare quite well with the inverse studies of Mikaloff Fletcher
et al. (2006), Gerber and Joos (2010) and the model study in Mat-
sumoto et al. (2004) (2.20 GtC yr�1). The observation-based esti-
mate of the global uptake reported in Ishidoya et al. (2012)

(2.5 GtC yr�1 for the year 2000–2010) is slightly lower than the
2.58 GtC yr�1) of EXP3 for the corresponding period. The uptake
rates for the STD setup are at the lower limit of the reported uncer-
tainty, whereas the uptake rates of EXP1 tend to exceed both the
observation-based and the model derived uptake rates of CO2. This
is a consequence of the vigorous vertical mixing in EXP1.

The 21st century uptake of CO2 by the ocean is similar for the
model setups of EXP2 and EXP3 which both show higher uptake
rates than the standard setup (STD) but substantially lower than
EXP1 (Fig. 9e). The inclusion of CFC-11 in the EnKF assimilation
yields a less vigorous, and likely more realistic, ventilation of the
thermocline compared to the temperature and salinity data assim-
ilation of EXP1. The tuning towards radiocarbon inventories of
main water masses of the ocean (Matsumoto et al., 2004) further
reduces the vigorous transport to the deep ocean. The peak annual
uptake rate is 3.42 GtC yr�1 in STD (3.99 GtC yr�1 in EXP3) com-
pared to 4.72 GtC yr�1 in EXP1 for SP1000. Similarly, the peak up-
take around year 2025 is also reduced for the low stabilization
SP450 target profile from 3.59 GtC yr�1 in EXP1 to 2.65 GtC yr�1

in STD (3.07 GtC yr�1 in EXP3). Clearly, the inclusion CFC-11 in
the data assimilation in EXP2 and radiocarbon inventories in STD
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Fig. 9. (a) Prescribed atmospheric CO2 following the SP450 and SP1000 stabilization profiles, and projected increase (b) in global mean atmospheric surface temperature (c) in
upper (above 1000 m depth) Atlantic and (d) upper Southern Ocean temperature, and (e) annual and (f) cumulative air-to-sea carbon flux.

Table 3
Oceanic uptake of anthropogenic carbon (Canth) for the four model setups compared to
published estimates.

Study and period Uptake in
GtC yr�1

EXP1 EXP2 EXP3 STD

Mikaloff Fletcher et al.
(2006) 1995

2.2 ± 0.25 2.49 2.18 2.16 1.84

Gerber and Joos (2010) 1995 2.1 ± 0.3 2.49 2.18 2.16 1.84
Matsumoto et al. (2004)

1990–2000
2.2 ± 0.2 2.51 2.20 2.17 1.86

Takahashi et al. (2009) 2000 1.9 ± 0.7 2.72 2.38 2.35 2.02
Ishidoya et al. (2012)

2000–2010
2.5 ± 0.7 2.96 2.59 2.58 2.20
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and EXP3 yields a considerably lower allowance for anthropogenic
carbon emissions to meet a certain CO2 stabilization concentration.

The difference in ocean carbon uptake flux continues until the
end of the simulations in year 3000. In SP1000, the cumulative up-
take by year 3000 is 2406 GtC in EXP1 almost 35% higher than in
STD (1774 GtC) (Fig. 9f) and and still about 20% higher than in
EXP3 (2019 GtC). Similarly for SP450, the total uptake of 853 GtC
for the STD setup is 270 GtC or 24% lower than for EXP1.

The spatial pattern of the change in the concentration of dis-
solved inorganic carbon, D DIC, reveals some common features

across all setups and some remarkable differences (Figs. 10 and
11). The global pattern of D DIC in the year 1994 compares quite
well to the observation-based estimates of Canth (Key et al., 2004)
for all four setups (see Fig. 10). The anthropogenic signal decreases
from the surface through the thermocline and penetrates the deep
ocean only in the North Atlantic through the NADW pathway.

The reconstruction method to quantify Canth relies on various
assumptions such as constant Redfield ratios and does in general
not account for changes in the biogeochemistry related to changes
in ocean circulation and for carbon fluxes at the sediment-ocean

Fig. 10. Data-based distribution of Canth (Key et al., 2004) and simulated changes in the concentration of dissolved inorganic carbon (DIC; mol m�3) for the four model setups
and by year 1994. Top to bottom: data-based Canth , EXP1, EXP2, EXP3 and standard setup; left to right: Atlantic, Pacific and Indian Ocean.
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interface in the deep ocean. In contrast, these processes are in-
cluded in the Bern3D model and affect simulated changes in D
DIC in the deep Southern Pacific and the deep Atlantic. We also
note that alternative reconstruction methods yield higher Canth val-
ues in the Southern Ocean (Rodríguez et al., 2009; Álvarez et al.,
2009) than the method applied for the GLODAP data (Key et al.,
2004).

The RMSE between D DIC and the observation-based estimates
of Canth are between 7.6 lmol/kg (EXP3) and 8.8 lmol/kg (STD),
which is in the range of the uncertainty of the reconstruction
methods of Canth (e.g., Gruber et al., 1996; Khatiwala et al., 2012).
The correlation is between 0.86 (STD) and 0.89 (EXP3), the relative
standard deviation between 0.87 (EXP1 and EXP2) and 0.91 (STD)
(see Fig. 8). The good agreement between the modeled uptake
rates of Canth (Table 3) and the reasonably low deviation between
modeled D DIC and observation-based Canth shows that the model
is able to capture the large-scale pathways of ocean circulation
and surface-to-deep overturning time scales.

Next we discuss the patterns for the SP1000 profile and at the end
of the simulation at year 3000. The higher D DIC concentration are
found in low and mid-latitude surface waters than in polar surface

waters. This is explained by the larger C uptake capacity in response
to an increase in atmospheric CO2 (Revelle factor) for warm com-
pared to cold water. Similar D DIC concentrations as in the polar sur-
face water (source region) are simulated at mid depth in the Atlantic,
the Southern and Indian Ocean and the South Pacific. Lowest
changes in DIC are simulated in the northern North Pacific where
radiocarbon ventilation ages are the lowest of the entire ocean.

Ocean–sediment interactions yield high D DIC values where
NADW reaches the ocean bottom in the deep Atlantic as well as
in the deep Southern Pacific and deep Indian. The uptake of the
weak acid CO2 causes a lowering of ocean pH by 0.4 units on global
average and for SP1000 by 3000 AD. The reduction in pH changes
the saturation state of water with respect to calcite towards less
saturated conditions towards less saturated conditions (we note
that calcium carbonate in the form of aragonite or high-magne-
sium calcite is not included in the model). In turn, the saturation
horizon separating oversaturated from undersaturated water is ris-
ing and more calcite dissolves from the sediments causing DIC, and
also pH and alkalinity, of the overlying water to increase. The con-
tribution from the sediments and from changes in the weathering/
burial balance to the DIC changes is 85 GtC (STD), 152 GtC (EXP3),
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Fig. 11. Projected changes in the concentration of dissolved inorganic carbon (mol m�3) for the four model setups. Results are for year 3000 AD and the SP1000 stabilization
profile where atmospheric CO2 is prescribed to stabilize at 1000 ppmv. Top to bottom: EXP1, EXP2, EXP3 and standard setup; left to right: Atlantic, Pacific and Indian Ocean.
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201 GtC (EXP2) and 254 GtC (EXP1) by year 3000. This contribution
is less than 10% of the whole ocean DIC change.

The four setups result in distinct distributions of D DIC (Fig. 11).
The higher ventilation rate of the deep ocean of EXP1 and EXP2
compared to EXP3 and STD result also in considerably larger D
DIC concentrations in the deep ocean. The high formation rate
and deep penetration of NADW in EXP1 and EXP2 yield, in combi-
nation with ocean-sediment interactions, much higher D DIC con-
centrations in the deep Atlantic than for EXP3 and the standard
configuration (STD). The EnKF-inferred circulations (EXP1, EXP2
and EXP3) show a much stronger increase in DIC in the North Pa-
cific compared to the standard setup, apparently a result of the too
vigorous surface-to-deep mixing in the northern North Pacific.

The projected climate change depends on the radiative forcing
of the prescribed atmospheric CO2 and the amplification by climate
feedbacks such as those related to water vapor or snow and ice
coverage and on the ventilation time scales governing ocean heat
uptake. Table 4 shows differences in projected climate variables
for the different model setups. The differences in global mean sur-
face warming, ocean heat content, and steric sea level rise of up to
15% are notable, but small compared to uncertainties in the climate
sensitivity of about a factor of two.

Differences among model setup also emerge for the distribution
of additional heat within the ocean and for changes in ocean circu-
lation. For example, the mean temperature increase in the upper
1000 m of the Southern ocean (Fig. 7d) ranges between 2.49
(EXP1) and 3.05 �C (STD) for SP1000 and year 3000. Such differ-
ences in surface warming could be highly relevant for the fate of
the Antarctic Ice Sheet as ice melting due to warm water has the
potential to affect ice sheet stability.

The global warming leads to a stratification of the ocean, which
reduces the strength of the Atlantic Meridional Overturning Circu-
lation (AMOC). Under the SP1000 forcing, we find a reduction of
the AMOC of about 7 Sverdrup (1 Sv = 106 m3 s�1 in the EXP2 setup,
of 6 Sv in the STD and of 5 Sv for EXP1 and EXP3. In the SP450 sce-
nario, the AMOC is reduced by 2.5–3 Sv in the three setups. The
strong reduction of NADW formation and the related reduction
in meridional heat transport into the North Atlantic surface affect
the temperature of the upper Atlantic. In EXP2, despite a continued
increase in global-mean surface temperature, the temperature of
the upper Atlantic (above 1000 m) peaks at 2.35 �C around 2400
AD and declines thereafter by 0.15 �C. until 3000 AD. Such differ-
ences in surface water temperature and related differences in air
temperature may be relevant for the fate of the Greenland ice
sheets and for the climate in Europe.

4. Discussion and conclusion

We applied an Ensemble Kalman Filter (EnKF) to assimilate 3-
dimensional fields of temperature, salinity, CFC-11, and radiocar-
bon data in various combinations into the Bern3D ocean model.
The purpose is to determine optimal model parameters in an
objective statistical framework to improve climate-carbon cycle
projections. Although,the choice of the target metric remains a

subjective one. The different optimal parameter sets from the
assimilations were used to simulate the distribution of a range of
biogeochemical tracers and to project changes in the carbon cycle
and in climate for CO2 stabilization pathways. A caveat that applies
to this work is that the Bern3D model is of coarse horizontal reso-
lution and it features a simplified geostrophic-frictional balance
dynamics.

The assimilation of temperature and salinity fields does not
yield satisfactory results in terms of surface-to-deep transport.
Ventilation of the thermocline and the deep ocean becomes too
vigorous in the Bern3D model as evidenced by high CFC-11 inven-
tories and high radiocarbon signatures. The inclusion of CFC-11 as
an additional target in the assimilation yields a better representa-
tion of the mixing time scales of the thermocline as well as of the
deep ocean and the inclusion of radiocarbon promotes the forma-
tion of Antarctic Bottom Water.

The use of the two water mass tracers (salinity and tempera-
ture) and the two ventilation tracers (CFC-11 and radiocarbon) as
targets yields overall the best results for biogeochemical tracers
among the different EnKF solutions. However, the parameters of
the biogeochemical module have not been tuned together with
the physical model parameters and there remains the possibility
that a suitable combination of transport and biogeochemical
parameters might even lead to a better representation of biogeo-
chemical tracer fields. Nevertheless, the statistics for the physical
tracers and the biogeochemical tracers (Table 2 and Fig. 8) may
suggest that the assimilation of CFC-11 and radiocarbon data im-
proves overall model performance as compared to the assimilation
of temperature and salinity only. This appears to support the use of
all four tracer fields as targets.

The standard setup of the Bern3D ocean model and the setup
from the assimilation with all four tracer fields yield similar results
in terms of simulated tracer distributions (Figs. 2–5) and statistical
metrics (Table 2). The standard version has been tuned by match-
ing five targets (Müller et al., 2006). The assimilation of 3-d tracer
fields does not necessarily lead to an improvement compared to a
model which has been tuned with large-scale inventories as tar-
gets (e.g., Matsumoto et al., 2004).

However, there remain differences in simulated ocean carbon
uptake rates and surface warming between these setups. These ap-
pear to be related to the details how the information provided by
CFC-11 and radiocarbon observations is used for parameter deter-
mination. The Gent–McWilliams, isopycnal and diapycnal diffusiv-
ities are higher in EXP3 than in the STD setup. This yields a
somewhat more vigorous surface-to-deep transport in EXP3 com-
pared to the standard setup. Carbon uptake rates for the standard
setup are at the lower end compared to data-based estimates (Ta-
ble 3), suggesting that the transport of excess carbon to the abyss is
perhaps somewhat too sluggish. The carbon uptake rates obtained
with EXP3 are close to the central estimates of Mikaloff Fletcher
et al. (2006), Gerber and Joos (2010), Matsumoto et al. (2004), Ishi-
doya et al. (2012) (Table 3). The sensitivity of the model solution in
terms of simulated tracer fields to variations in the GM and isopyc-
nal diffusivities appears relatively low; this is indicated by the
large difference in these parameter values for EXP3 and STD (Ta-
ble 1), despite their similar error statistics (Table 2).

In conclusion, we applied a cost-efficient dynamic ocean model
that allowed us to test different combinations of assimilation tar-
gets. Our results suggest that temperature, salinity, CFC-11, and
radiocarbon observations should be included as targets in future
ocean model optimization studies.
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